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A B S T R A C T

Context: When playing a co-operative game, being aware of your collaborators (where they are playing, what
they are doing, the abilities they have, etc.) is essential for achieving the game's goals. This led to the definition
of Gamespace Awareness in order to guide in the identification of the awareness needs in the form of a compi-
lation of the awareness elements that a co-operative game should feature.
Objective: Gamespace Awareness does not establish how much awareness information players must be provided
with. This constitutes the main motivation for this work: to assess the impact of different levels of Gamespace
Awareness elements on a co-operative game.
Method: A multiplayer action game was developed that supports three different awareness configurations, each
one featuring different awareness levels (high, medium and low). The impact of these awareness levels was
measured as regards game score, time, players’ happiness while playing, enjoyment and perceived usefulness.
Several techniques such as subjective surveys and facial expression analysis were used to measure these factors.
Results: The analysis of the results shows that the higher the awareness, the better the game score. However, the
highest level of player happiness was not achieved with the most awareness-enabled configuration; we found
that the players’ enjoyment depends not only on their awareness level but also on their expertise level. Finally,
the awareness elements related to the present and the future were the most useful, as could be expected in a
multiplayer action game.
Conclusions: The results showed that the medium level awareness obtained the best results. We therefore con-
cluded that a certain level of awareness is necessary, but that excessive awareness could negatively affect the
game experience.

1. Introduction

The golden age of video games is back. If the original one took place
from 1978 (with the release of Space Invaders [1]) to the mid-1990s
[2], it can be said that a new boom is here since the popularization of
smartphones [3]. Indeed, looking at the figures, the U.S. video game
market has grown from sales of $7b in 2003 to $15.4b in 2014, ac-
cording to the ESA annual report [4]. The reason for this growth is not
only the popularization of smartphones (almost everyone now carries
around a portable video game platform) but also because the children
of that the first golden age, now adults, are still playing and making the
sales figures grow. In fact, in 2015 the average game player was 35
years old, so this is no longer just child's play. Furthermore, forecasts
suggest that this trend will continue in 2016 with the revival of Virtual
Reality [5,6]. It has been estimated that consumer spending on Virtual

Reality hardware and software could reach $21.8b by 2020 [7].
Moreover, not only has the sales figures of games grown during the

last years, but also the effort devoted to define and apply new Software
Engineering techniques that help to manage the increasing complexity
of their development during their whole lifecycle. Ampatzoglou and
Stamelos stated this need clearly “software engineering techniques are
needed for game development in order to achieve greater flexibility and
maintainability, less cost and effort, better design, etc.” [8]. Games are
not just projects that finish whenever they are released, but they are
products they are evolved with a reduced time to market.

In this new age, not only has the game platform changed, but also
the way people play. In the last century, people tended to play alone or
with only one partner at a time. Nowadays, thanks to Internet, we are
able to play with an almost unlimited number of players at the same
time. As a matter of fact, according to the ESA report, 54% of the most
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frequent gamers play in multiplayer mode at least once a week. Indeed,
it is common to play games where players are organized in groups to
achieve collaborative game goals such as World of Warcraft's team
quests [9]. Nevertheless, as has happened with other serious scenarios
[10], these collaborative games have made it clear that there is a need
for awareness, i.e. players need to know what is happening in the game
space, who is connected, who the collaborators/enemies are, what they
can do, etc. In other words, they must be aware of what is going on in
the multiplayer game. Gamespace Awareness (GA) was developed to
identify this awareness by compiling the awareness requirements of
collaborative computer games [11] as a set of elements, along with
questions that will help developers to identify them. GA has been em-
pirically evaluated by using a survey filed in by 89 fourth-year Com-
puter Science students. In this survey, the participants were asked
whether the presence of the awareness information (GA awareness
elements) would improve their enjoyment when playing two different
games, namely a First-Person Shooter and a Real Time Strategy one.
Finally, by analyzing the participants’ answers, it was found out that
most of the GA elements would improve the players’ enjoyment when
featured those games. However, it does not establish how much
awareness information players should be provided with in order to not
only play properly but enjoy the game as well. Therefore, the core
contribution of this work is to assess the impact of the awareness level
on a co-operative game, that is how much awareness information
players perceive as satisfying and useful as well as help them to be
effective and efficient.

In order to carry out this assessment we created an ad hoc co-op-
erative action game that supports three different configurations of
awareness. It is worth noting that co-operative games are a speciali-
zation of collaborative games where teams that players belong to are
typically temporal [12], being players reassigned to a new team at the
beginning of every match. This behavior is typical on trendy best-
selling games such as Splatoon [13] or Call of Duty [14]. Each con-
figuration of the developed game has a different awareness level, i.e. a
different number of GA elements. The game score, time, player happi-
ness, enjoyment and perceived usefulness of the GA elements of these
three configurations were evaluated by means of a controlled experi-
ment carried out in Amsterdam on 14 undergraduate students and re-
plicated in Albacete on 29 undergraduate students to validate the ori-
ginal results. The awareness level was assessed by different empirical
techniques such as analysis of game results and post-game surveys, as
well as by facial analysis. The results revealed that the higher the
awareness level, the better the game results. We also found that a high
happiness level depended on both the players’ expertise and their
awareness level. However, happiness was not correlated with higher
awareness. These results are broadly detailed in Section 5.4.

This work is organized as follows: after this Introduction, Section 2
describes Gamespace Awareness, the awareness interpretation that have
been used throughout this work to evaluate the impact of the awareness
levels. Next, Section 3 presents the related works. Section 3.3.3 de-
scribes the design of the experiment carried out using a co-operative
game. The results are presented in Sections 5. Section 6 outlines our
conclusions and future work. Finally, the appendix illustrates the de-
tailed results of the experiment as well as the documents used during
the external validation of the game.

2. Background: gamespace awareness

When playing a collaborative game, being aware of your colla-
borators (i.e. their locations, abilities, status, etc.) is paramount to
achieving both your own and the shared game goals. Nevertheless, not
only do we have to be aware of our collaborators, but also of in-
formation about ourselves, the game scenario, its mechanics and even
about our rivals. This constitutes the main motivation of Gamespace
Awareness (GA) [11]. GA is a collection of 40 awareness elements
aimed at helping game developers and designers to gather together the

awareness requirements of collaborative computer games in order to
enable players to play together effectively. These elements are as fol-
lows:

As can be observed in Table 1, GA elements are classified into 3
different temporal categories (present, past and future) and a non-
temporal one related to social and group dynamics. In order to help
game practitioners to identify the awareness requirements of a colla-
borative game, GA also features a set of questions related to each
awareness element (Table 1, “Specific questions” column). Finally, it is
worth noting that GA does not provide guidance on how to implement
each one of its elements, but leaves this decision to the game designers.

3. Related work

As was stated in the Introduction, Games is one of the most chal-
lenging and complex domains of software development because they
cannot be just considered as finished projects once they are delivered.
Rather the opposite, they should be considered as products that must be
evolved with a reduced time to market in order to provide players with
a unique user experience so that they tie up with the game during its
full lifetime. For this aim, the development and assessment of a game
should be carefully planned and examined, in order to provide players
with the best game experience. Awareness is one of the keys for such
success.

Considering that the main aim of this work is to evaluate the in-
fluence of the awareness level regarding the game experience, the re-
lated work is analyzed in the following two sections from two different
perspectives. First, in Section 3.1, the most relevant papers related to
the assessment of awareness are presented. Second, in Section 3.2 it is
analyzed which approaches and metrics are more widely used for the
assessment of games. Finally, in Section 3.3 a summary of the presented
proposals is presented, and the novelty of this work is discussed.

3.1. Awareness assessment

As was stated in the Introduction, the majority of the most suc-
cessful games have awareness as one of their main features because
players need to know what is happening in the game space, who is
connected, who the collaborators/enemies are, what they can do, etc. In
other words, they must be aware of what is going on in the multiplayer
game. Multiple studies have been carried out about awareness, pro-
viding a constellation of awareness interpretations. Among them, the
most widely accepted interpretations are Collaboration Awareness
[15], Situational Awareness [16], Workspace Awareness [17], Location
Awareness [18], Context Awareness [19], Social Awareness [20], Ac-
tivity Awareness [21], Knowledge Awareness [22] and Shared-Knowl-
edge Awareness [23]. Other interpretations have also been defined that
focus on specific domains but, as far as we know, the only awareness
interpretation specifically defined for computer games is Gamespace
Awareness (GA) [11], which was already presented in Section 2.

Workspace Awareness is the interpretation most widely used among
the computer science community, since it focuses on Computer
Supported Cooperative Work systems [24,25]. This has led to some
researchers [26] to evaluate the impact of Workspace Awareness ele-
ments on a serious collaborative game. Researchers concluded that the
teams who used the awareness-enabled version of the game obtained a
higher score than those who used non-awareness-enabled versions.
However, these researchers evaluated only the effect of awareness on
the game score without considering awareness levels. Only other work,
Khanal et al. [27], has evaluated the impact of awareness on serious
games. Specifically, their aim was to compare a classic non-computer-
assisted procedure with a virtual reality (VR) serious game for learning
an Advanced Cardiac Life Support procedure. This game had two dif-
ferent configurations. The first configuration featured some limited
feedback support (awareness), meanwhile the second one provided full
feedback. Khanal et al. concluded that the VR version with full-
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feedback configuration provided a learning experience similar to face-
to-face training according to their score.

Directly related to the kind of game we are dealing with in this
work, namely co-operative games, several works can be found
throughout the literature. It is worth noting that many of the existing
proposals are mainly based on design patterns as a manner to pack and
express the knowledge gathered by domain experts [28]. For instance,
Rocha et al. [29] identified 6 design patterns for co-operative games by
analyzing the cooperative game mechanics featured in several com-
mercial games. In order to validate such patterns, they developed a
game that featured and evaluated them regarding 2 variables, fun and
need for cooperation. They concluded that their patterns are useful to
design a fun and cooperative game experience. Seif El-Nasr et al. [30]
supplemented such work with 7 more patterns identified by analyzing
14 commercial games. Moreover, they also proposed Cooperative Per-
formance Metrics (CPMs) aimed at analyzing the co-operative nature of
the 4 games that they evaluated their patterns with. They finally con-
cluded that the design of effective co-operative patterns will impact the
development of both educational and informal games. In order to
analyze the aforementioned co-operative game patterns in remote ga-
meplay, Beznosyk et al. [31] performed an experiment where 36 par-
ticipants had to play remotely without communication. The goal of the
experiment was to determine which patterns provided a more enjoyable
experience for closely-coupled and loosely-coupled interaction. Besides,
not only do they identified such patterns but they also concluded that
even though such patterns might have been implemented in several
manners, the results of the evaluation may be useful for further research

in co-operative game design. Finally, Reuter et al. [12] presented a
collection of game design patterns for collaborative players interaction.
These patterns are also identified by analyzing several popular colla-
borative games. As a novelty, they classified the patterns into two di-
mensions, namely spatial and temporal. In this case, the evaluation is
performed by assessing the applicability of such patterns to an already-
existing serious game, concluding that players perceive them as ap-
propriate.

Based on the analysis of 40 games, Toups et al. [32] performed a
qualitative study to identify which game mechanics players use to
communicate different from synchronous verbal communication.
Hence, they obtained six trees of co-operative communication mechanic
(CCM) techniques, resulting into 9 different mechanics. Nevertheless,
no evaluation was performed to validate this proposal. Later, Vaddi
et al. [33,34] did perform an evaluation of such CCMs. In this case, the
two CCMs implemented in a commercial game were evaluated by
means of an experiment participated by 40 subjects (playing in pairs).
Such participants played the game by using CCMs, voice, CCMs + voice
or none of them to achieve two milestones, being the achievement time
the independent value. Authors concluded that the combination of
CCMs and voice is paramount to achieve a proper team performance on
co-operative games.

3.2. Assessing computer games

This subsection presents different articles related to the assessment
of computer games. Different articles about the evaluation of user

Table 1
Gamespace Awareness elements.

Concern Category Element Specific questions

Time Present Who Presence Is anyone in the gamespace?
Identity Who is playing? Who does this avatar belong to? Who is available to collaborate with?
Authorship Who is doing that?

What Task What are they doing? What is the difficulty of this task?
Intention What goal is that task part of?
Object What object are they working on? What object can I work with?
Status What are the players / avatars status? What are their feelings? What is the objects’ status?
Abilities What are the avatars’ abilities? What are they able to do with such abilities?
Perception What are the players perceiving? What can they perceive? (looking, touching, hearing…)

Where Location Where are the players / avatars playing? Is it a physical or virtual location?
Gaze Where are the players looking at?
Reach Where can the avatars reach?
Position Where is an object? How near is it?

How Device How do I use a certain device to interact?
Past How Task history How did that task happen?

Object history How did this object come to be in this state?
When Event history When did that event happen? How often? Is there any network delay?
Who Presence history Who was here and when?
Where Location history Where has a player / avatar been?

Position history Where has an object been?
What Task history What has a player / avatar been doing?

Future When Next event When will the next event happen? How often?
Who Next participant Who will be the next participant?
Where Next location Where will a player / avatar be?

Next position Where will an object be?
What Next task What will it happen next?

Next status What will the players / avatar next status be? What will the next status of the object be?
Next abilities What will the avatar’ abilities have? What will the avatars be able to do with such abilities?

Social & Group Dynamics Who Members Who are the members of my group? Has anybody left the group?
Other members Who are the members of the other groups?

What Belonging What group do I belong to?
Role What are my privileges within my group?
Others’ roles What are the privileges of my group's members?
Alliance What is my relationship with others? (ally, neutral, foe…)
Exposed information What do the others know about me?
Structure Is there any structure within my group? How is it?
Group goal What are the goals of my group?

When Next appointment When do I have to meet with my group?
How Inner communication How should I communicate with each group member?

Outer communication How can I communicate with others?
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experience in computer games are explained in Section 3.2.1 describes.
Besides, Section 3.2.2 focuses on the assessment of serious games.

3.2.1. Assessing the user experience in games
As any software product, in order to evaluate a video game from the

very beginning the quality factors and metrics to be used must be
identified [35,36]. When evaluating games, it is common to measure
the game User Experience, a.k.a. Game Experience (GX). However,
according to Bernhaupt [37], this GX “still misses a clear definition,
especially when it comes to trying to measure the concept or related
constructs or dimensions”. Nevertheless, Bernhaupt [37] states that GX
“focuses rather on positive emotions and emotional outcomes such as
joy, fun and pride”. Therefore, when measuring GX, players’ emotions
must be taken into account, along with the well-known components of
usability, namely effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a parti-
cular context of use [38]. Playability defined by Fabricatore et al. [35]
as “the instantiation of the general concept of usability determined by
understanding and controlling gameplay” is also an important factor for
games evaluation. However, as Zhu et al. claim [39] confusion between
playability and usability still remain unaddressed, being necessary ad-
ditional experimentation that resolves their correspondences and/or
differences.

Focusing directly on the evaluation of game enjoyment, Mekler
et al. [40] systematically reviewed 87 quantitative studies on the en-
joyment of video games. This study extracted interesting findings re-
lated to the evaluation method. First, 82 out of the 87 studies analyzed
used subjective questionnaires to evaluate enjoyment, being this one
the only technique used in 75 of them. In those studies revolving
around gathering physiological data, the most widely used technique
was facial electromyography [41], which measures muscle activity by
detecting and amplifying electrical impulses generated by the facial
muscle fibers when they are contracted. Other physiological techniques,
such as electrodermal activity (measurement of skin conductance),
electrocardiography or electroencephalography were also used. Ac-
cording to authors of those papers, these techniques cannot be directly
related to enjoyment. However, another study [42] does confirm that
these techniques can be used to measure other emotional aspects, like
arousal, fear or stress. Cusveller et al. [43] also measured the skin
conductance and heart rate of participants while playing three different
games. They concluded that not understanding a game does not cause a
difference in the stress level. They also found a relationship between
stress level and skin conductance, but no relationship between stress
level and heart rate was detected. Therefore, they concluded that skin
conductance is a technique more appropriate to measure stress.

Other authors have considered the evaluation and development of
games from a different perspective, by defining collection of heuristics
that help to improve or provide some quality factor. For instance, PLAY
[44] was created as a collection of 116 heuristics classified into the
following categories: (i) gameplay, (ii) coolness/entertainment/humor/
emotional immersion and (iii) usability & game mechanics. However,
these heuristics are more related to the game design than to its eva-
luation, as the authors do not define a method for performing this
evaluation. Paavilainen [45] collected a set of heuristics for designing
and evaluating social games, but author did not present results of their
evaluation. Pinelle et al. have defined another collection of heuristics
[46] specifically to evaluate games usability. Authors analyzed 108
existing games from 6 different genres that led to identify twelve us-
ability problems. These heuristics were then defined to guide devel-
opers in the evaluation. Authors also present some preliminary results
of this set of heuristics that seemed promising.

3.2.2. Assessing serious games
Special attention has received the evaluation of serious games [47],

that is, games created for achieving a primary purpose other than mere
entertainment [48], including gamified applications [49–51], games for
the eHealth domain [48,52,53], etc.

Effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction are also usually evaluated
in the context of such games exploiting different metrics. For instance,
related to effectiveness, Khanal et al. [27] used players score as a metric
to evaluate the impact of awareness regarding the learning experience
provided by a serious game (see Section 3.1). Also related to effec-
tiveness, Gresse von Wangenheim et al. [54] evaluated an educational
game to teach how to measure software. The goal of this study was
twofold. First, the authors wanted to assess whether the use of this
game improved the learning effectiveness of the participants to define
and execute measurement programs of project management. Second,
they wanted to evaluate the game itself, i.e. its content, teaching
method, duration and engagement. They used pre- and post-tests as the
evaluation technique. Although the experiment did not show a sig-
nificant difference in the improvement of learning, it did confirm that
featuring awareness can improve educational games. The experimental
results also contributed to the evolution of the game.

Regarding efficiency, by Vallejo et al. [55] have exploited competi-
tion time to evaluate a serious game developed for assessing the cog-
nitive functions of Alzheimer's disease patients. Authors proposed 6
experimental tasks and measured both the elapsed time to complete
them and the success rate, finding significant differences among these
tasks regarding such metrics. Finally, the evaluation of the game con-
firmed it to be useful for evaluation patients cognitive functions.

Concerning enjoyment (subjective satisfaction), Fuchslocher et al.
[56] used a questionnaire to evaluate a game for the intercommunica-
tion of teenagers during cancer treatment. During the evaluation, they
used a configuration of the game that had explicit references to cancer
and another without such references. They concluded that this last
configuration provided a higher enjoyment and acceptance results. As
regards enjoyment measurement on a gamified application, Herzig
et al. [57] applied several game mechanics to SAP [58], the widely-
known enterprise resource planning platform. They created a manu-
facturing scenario covering material management, sales & distribution
and production planning. They provided 112 participants with a
questionnaire with 162 items regarding the telepresence, interactivity,
content and enjoyment constructs. Participants filled in such ques-
tionnaire after being exposed to such scenario. Authors concluded that
the use of gamification in their prototype improved the analyzed con-
structs. In other words, gamification increases the quality of the work
and improves organizational outcomes.

Besides, happiness (objective satisfaction) has been often measured
by using Electroencephalogram (EEG) [43] or facial emotion recogni-
tion [52]. Regarding the former, Charisis et al. [59] proposed a serious
game whose users have to reach and sustain certain affective states. In
this game, authors use three configurations with different images to
evoke affective states such as happiness, tenderness, sadness, fear and
anger. However, authors did not provide experimental results, yet they
claim that the game has received positive feedback from its users.

Finally, other factor also considered while evaluating serious games
is usefulness. For instance, Wrzesien and Alcañiz Raya [60] used use-
fulness to evaluate a serious virtual world virtual class regarding a
traditional classroom. Usefulness was evaluated by using a ques-
tionnaire and the results showed that the participants considered the
virtual world artifacts more useful than the real-world ones. In addition
to the constructs state above, Herzig et al.’s [57] also evaluated the
perceived usefulness using the questionnaire offered by the evaluation
model that they based their work on.

3.3. Summary and discussion

This subsection presents different game mechanics proposals and
their comparison with regarding GA. Moreover, several evaluation
metrics used in different works are also illustrated. Finally, the metrics
used in this study are summarized in Section 3.3.3.
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3.3.1. Game mechanics proposals and gamespace awareness
Table 2 shows some of the most relevant proposals about game me-

chanics including also GA, the one this work is based on. Considering
such proposals, several conclusions can be drawn. First, GA is the only
one that has been developed by synthetizing different awareness inter-
pretations from different domains, including digital entertainment, not
only analyzing existing games. Second, it comprises a larger number of
awareness elements for co-operative games than the already existing
ones, thus enabling game designers to wonder more awareness-related
questions while creating a game. Third, GA is the second that has been
validated with a higher number of participants, only surpassed by Khanal
[27], although the main goal of such proposal was not to measure the
impact of awareness levels. Fourth, it is worth noting that the only two
proposals considering the temporal dimension are Reuter et al.’s [12] and
GA. However, the authors of the former only take into account the
duration of the interaction, instead of when it was (or will be) performed.
Furthermore, none of the proposals distinguishes a non-temporal cate-
gory regarding social aspects of the game. Last but not least, it must be
highlighted that GA has been defined to be used in the requirements
stage of the game development process rather than during the design,
where the analyzed proposals of game mechanics are usually applied.
Indeed, it is complementary to the existing proposals.

It must be also emphasized that this work revolves around the
concept of awareness level, that is, a collection of awareness elements
that are offered to players through a specific configuration of a game
(see The Game: Tanks! Mod featuring Gamespace Awareness in Section
4.2.2). As far as we know, this work along with that presented by
Khanal et al.’s [27] are the only ones that evaluate which level of
awareness should be used while creating a co-operative game. Never-
theless, in [27] only two configurations are used (full and basic
awareness), thus skipping the configuration for medium awareness.
Moreover, their aim was not to evaluate the impact of the awareness
level, but to compare the learning experience provided by a virtual
reality environment regarding to a traditional one. Besides, in such
work, only the score was used as evaluation metric. The rest of analyzed
proposals focused either on the assessment of the awareness elements
identified in the proposal (Section 3.1) or the assessment of games
(Section 3.2) but not on the awareness level to be provided.

3.3.2. Evaluation metrics
As far as evaluation metrics are concerned, several approaches and

metrics have been used in the literature to assess games (Section 3.2).
Table 3 presents a summary of the analyzed proposals along with the
metrics used for the evaluation. It is worth noting that this paper has
also been included in this table for comparison purposes. Moreover,
Table 3 also includes the number of different game configurations that
were used to evaluate each game. In this sense, our proposal and
Charisis et al.’s [59] are the ones dealing with more game configura-
tions. Looking at Table 3, it can be stated that the exploitation of score,
time, enjoyment, happiness, and usefulness have been already used for
evaluating games (either serious or entertainment-related ones) in
previous works. Therefore, their usage emerges as appropriate in the
context of this work.

3.3.3. Summary of elements used in this paper
Summarizing this section, Table 4 depicts the different metrics that

are used throughout this paper. Moreover, the dependent variable that
these metrics are related to, as well as the artifact and procedure used to
their measurement are also specified in this table. Additional explana-
tion about these elements is presented in Section 4, where the experi-
ment conducted is presented.

4. Assessing the impact of gamespace awareness on collaborative
games

As awareness is considered a cornerstone in the development ofTa
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collaborative games [46,61], it seems only reasonable to expect that the
more awareness the players are provided with, the better the Game
Experience (GX). However, is this statement just an opinion or a fact? In
order to answer this question an experiment was conducted whose goal
was defined by the Goal-Question-Metric template [62] as follows:
analyze the awareness level for the purpose of assessing its influence with
respect to the GX from the viewpoint of game researchers in the context of
undergraduate students.

4.1. Research questions

Although GX has no clear definition, it involves players positive
emotions [37], so that it is usually assessed by the typical usability
components (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction) will be used, but
considering players’ emotions as well. According to Bevan et al. [38],
satisfaction is defined in the new version of ISO/DIS 9241-11 [63] as
“the extent to which attitudes related to the use of a system, product or
service and the emotional and physiological effects arising from their
use are positive or negative” [38]. Therefore, we considered the im-
portance of the emotions [38], and especially the positive ones when a
game is evaluated [37]. We assessed user satisfaction by two different
methods: i) a survey to obtain user satisfaction subjectively by asking
the participants about their enjoyment sensation after gameplay; ii)
face analysis software was also used to this factor objectively. This
technique is reliable because users can hardly hide their real im-
pressions during gameplay, since they are totally focused on the game.
We also measured the usage and perceived usefulness of the awareness
elements of the game to complement this GX analysis. This led us to
define the following research questions that drove the design of the
experiment:

• RQ1: How does the awareness level affect the effectiveness of players
when playing a co-operative game?

• RQ2: How does the awareness level affect the efficiency of players
when playing a co-operative game?

• RQ3: How does the awareness level affect the satisfaction (objective
and subjective) of players when playing a co-operative game?

• RQ4: How does the awareness level affect the players’ perceived

usefulness of the awareness elements when playing a co-operative
game?

In order to answer these questions, a metric was identified for each
one as follows:

• Players’ score was considered to assess the effectiveness of the
awareness level (RQ1).

• Competition time was measured to assess the efficiency of the
awareness level (RQ2).

• Players’ enjoyment was surveyed to assess the subjective satisfaction
of the awareness level (RQ3).

• Players’ happiness was analyzed to assess the objective satisfaction of
the awareness level (RQ3).

• Awareness elements’ usefulness was evaluated to assess the per-
ceived usefulness of the awareness elements i.e. how useful the
players consider these elements (RQ4).

Fig. 1 summarizes the different metrics that this experiment took
into account. In view of the above definition, the main features of the
experiment, which was carried out following the guidelines proposed in
[64] and [65] are shown in Table 5.

4.2. Design

This subsection will present the experimental design. Hence,
Section 4.2.1 will briefly introduce such design and next, Section 4.2.2
will present the experimental design main steps in detail.

4.2.1. Experiment overview
The experiment took place in Amsterdam (The Netherlands) in

December 2015 and was replicated in Albacete (Spain) in January
2016. Roughly, our experiment consisted in measuring the impact of
awareness level on Game Experience. With this aim, Tanks!-Mod was
developed to offer three different configurations: low, medium and
high-awareness. The experimental subjects were divided in groups of 4
people each one and played in 2-player teams. The flowchart of this
experiment can be seen in Fig. 2. In the following, each of the

Table 3
Works using different evaluation metrics.

Authors Year Domain Metrics Configs.

Gresse von Wangenheim et al. [54] 2009 Software measurement Learning effectiveness 1
Wrzesien and Alcañiz Raya [60] 2010 Serious Virtual World Usefulness, enjoyment, intention to participate, educational value,

engagement, motivation
1

Fuchslocher et al. [56] 2011 Intercommunication of teenagers during Cancer
treatment

Enjoyment, affect, flow, immersion 2

Herzig et al. [57] 2012 Gamification Flow, perceived usefulness, enjoyment, ease of use 1
Khanal et al. [27] 2014 Advanced Cardiac Life Support Score 2
Charisis et al. [59] 2015 Reaching and sustaining affective states Happiness, tenderness, sadness, fear, anger, valence, arousal 3
Vallejo et al. [55] 2017 Alzheimer's disease Time, inactive time, percentage of success 1
Teruel et al. (this work) – Co-operative action game Score, time, happiness, enjoyment, usefulness 3

Table 4
Elements that are being used for this research.

Metric Dependent variable Artifact Measurement procedure

Score Effectiveness Video recording of gameplay Observation of the final results after the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
match

Time Efficiency Video recording of gameplay Observation of the elapsed time after the 1st, 2nd and 3rd
match

Happiness Satisfaction Video recording of participant’ faces Automated facial expression analysis with 3rd party
software

Enjoyment Satisfaction Post-test questionnaire Rating of the 3 different game configurations played
Usefulness Perceived usefulness of the awareness elements for achieving

the game goal
Post-test questionnaire Rating of the awareness elements included in the game
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experiment steps will be presented.

4.2.2. Experiment's main steps
The different steps in the experiment will be presented in this sec-

tion. Regarding the pre-test stage, at the beginning of each experi-
mental session, the instructor asked the participants to sign an informed
consent form and introduced the experiment with beamer slides. The
game used in this experiment was implemented to be as straightforward
as possible. Therefore, in order to make players aware of the game
mechanics in advance, an introductory session was performed. In this
session, the game controls, goal and mechanics were carefully ex-
plained. Moreover, demonstrative videos of game sessions were shown
to make the players familiar with the look-and-feel of the game. First,
the instructor explained the distribution of the teams, then described
the game mechanics, including the goal, controls and power-ups and,
finally, answered any doubts. As two participants did not show up in
Amsterdam and one in Albacete, we used artificial-intelligence-con-
trolled tanks in those game sessions with absent participants.

As far as the test stage is concerned, the game sessions lasted around
19.5 min (6.5 min per game configuration) and no participants dropped
out. Moreover, during these 19.5 min, the participants played a
minimum of 15 game rounds (an average of 21 rounds per player),
taking into account that each awareness configuration was played until
one team achieved 5 victories.

As for the post-test stage, at the end of the game sessions, the par-
ticipants filled in the survey in around 5 min each. At the end, the
participants received a reward. Those from Amsterdam received a
snack, a drink and a free digital copy of the game. In Albacete they were
given a credit of 0.25 points towards the final marks of the Software
Engineering II course. We explained to the participants that the rewards
would be given regardless of the game score or performance in order

not to affect the experiment's results.
Game score (Sco), game time (Tim), players’ enjoyment (Enj),

players’ happiness (Hap), and usefulness (Use) were the dependent
variables. The score and time of each game competition was recorded
and analyzed with a between-subject design. During the first game
competition, the players in Team 2 would have a technical advantage,
since their awareness information would be far better than that pro-
vided to Team 1 (Table 6). In the second competition, both teams had
the same awareness information and Team 1 had an advantage in the
third. The relationship among the metrics and the research questions
stated in Section 4.1 is shown in Table 7.

The Game: Tanks! Mod featuring gamespace awareness: In order to
measure the impact of GA on player experience while playing a co-
operative game, it was decided to develop an ad hoc game.1 However,
instead of developing a game from scratch, we used one that had been
developed during the Unity Europe Conference in 2015 [66]. Tanks!
was initially a local multiplayer non-collaborative comic-style action
game with a tridimensional orthographic view (Fig. 3). This game was
chosen for two reasons; first, its source code is public so we could create
a game mod freely [67] and second, it was created with Unity [68], a
powerful multiplatform game engine with which we were familiar.

Tanks! mechanics were really simple. Each player controlled a tank
and fired shells at the enemy until its health level was zero. The game
was over when a player won 5 rounds. However, it could only be played
on one system among multiple players, i.e. collaboration was quite
limited, and awareness of other players was limited to the health level
and the players’ name. We therefore extended the game so that it could
be played by up to 8 players using the Unity UNET services [69]. This

Fig. 1. Quality Factors (dependent variables) and Metrics used in the experiment.

Table 5
Main features of the experiment.

Null hypothesis H0A: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the game score of the participants. H1A: ¬H0A
H0B: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the time of the game competitions. H1B: ¬H0B
H0C: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the enjoyment of the participants. H1C: ¬H0C
H0D: The different levels of awareness have the same result for the happiness of the participants. H1D: ¬H0D
H0E: The different awareness elements are perceived equally useful by the players to achieve the game goal. H1E: ¬H0E

Dependent variables and related metrics Effectiveness: Game score (Sco)
Efficiency: Game time (Tim)
Satisfaction: Players’ enjoyment (Enj)
Satisfaction: Players’ happiness (Hap)
Perceived usefulness of the awareness elements for achieving the game goal: Usefulness (Use)

Independent variables The action game Tanks!-Mod. Three treatments: low-awareness level (c1), medium-awareness level (c2), high-awareness level (c3)
Players expertise level (beginners, normal, advanced)

Locations Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (The Netherlands) University of Castilla – La Mancha (Albacete, Spain)
Date December 2015 January 2016
Subjects 14 Computer Science students 29 Computer Science students

1 The game (binaries and source code) can be downloaded from http://www.materuel.
com/Tanks/.
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new version, called Tanks!-Mod, was developed as a serverless network
game with a matchmaking service to create game competition regard-
less of the players’ location. It was also enriched by adding several
power-ups to improve the players’ tanks as follows:

• Hearth: Tank health is restored

• Yellow gas tin: Firing range is doubled for 15 s.

• Red gas tin: Speed is doubled for 15 s.

• Blue gas tin: Fire power is doubled for 15 s.

• Green gas tin: Invincibility for 15 s.

These power-ups are activated when tanks run over them and their
effects are cumulative (i.e. a player can have several active power-ups
at the same time). These power-ups are randomly placed in the game
world every 30 s. Finally, regarding the winning condition, the original
one (be the first player to win 5 rounds) was adapted to the new co-
operative functionality. Therefore, a team will win the game if they win
5 rounds. It is worth noting that is not necessary to win these 5 rounds
sequentially. Moreover, if there is a tie, none of the teams will be
considered as the round winner.

Finally, two additional features were developed for Tanks!-Mod.

Fig. 2. Experiment flowchart.

Table 6
Distribution of players, teams, tanks and game configurations.

Player Player 1 Player 2 Player 3 Player 4

Team Team 1 (blue) Team 2 (red) Team 1 (blue) Team 2 (red)
Tank

Sequence in which configurations are played c1, c2. c3 c3, c2, c1 c1, c2, c3 c3, c2, c1
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First, the orthographic aerial camera (Fig. 3) was replaced by a third-
person perspective (Fig. 5) to immerse the player deeper into the game.
Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the game cameras. Secondly, an
artificial intelligence system was implemented so that competitions can
be created without requiring the same number of players as tanks. The
difficulty level of the computer-controlled tanks can be set to easy,
normal or hard, according to the players’ expertise. A screenshot of
Tanks!-Mod can be seen in Fig. 5.

To detect any possible flaw, it was pilot tested by four post-doctoral
students of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. Although these partici-
pants did not find any issue regarding the experiment itself, they con-
sidered that the physical effects of being impacted by a shell were

irritating, so it was decided to reduce the effect of the explosions.
Indeed, this was a collateral effect of changing the game view from 2D
to 3D. In the original game, when the shell impacted the tank, it was
rotated and moved a few meters away from the position where the
impact was received. This fact barely changed the orthographic aerial
camera of the 2D. However, using a third-person perspective camera,
the rotation of the tank caused by the shell impact produced a rapid
movement and rotation of the camera rapidly, making several players
feel dizzy and uneasy. Several other minor bugs involving collisions
with game objects were also solved after analyzing the videos of the
recording sessions.

As stated before, the independent variable of the experiment will be

Table 7
Relationship among metrics and research questions.

Metrics Research question

Game score (Sco) RQ1: How does the awareness level affect the effectiveness of players when playing a co-operative game?
Game time (Tim) RQ2: How does the awareness level affect the efficiency of players when playing a co-operative game?
Players’ enjoyment (Enj) RQ3: How does the awareness level affect the satisfaction (objective and subjective) of players when playing a co-operative game?
Players’ happiness (Hap) RQ3: How does the awareness level affect the satisfaction (objective and subjective) of players when playing a co-operative game?
Usefulness (Use) RQ4: How does the awareness level affect the players’ perceived usefulness of the awareness elements when playing a co-operative game?

Fig. 3. Screenshot of the original Tanks! Game.

Fig. 4. Perspective (left) and orthographic (right) cameras.
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the game configuration being played, i.e. the awareness level. An
awareness level can be defined as the combination of awareness ele-
ments that are enabled in a specific configuration of a game. In our
case, three different awareness levels were considered, namely low,
medium and high. These levels were defined as game configurations c1,
c2 and c3 of Tanks!, respectively. The low-awareness configuration (c1)
included only the essential GA elements required to play. For the
medium-awareness configuration we had the invaluable help of a pro-
fessional game studio, Radical Graphics, whose developers defined the
optimal combination of GA elements (see External assessment of the game
in Section 4.2.2 to obtain more details regarding the involvement of this
company in the game). Using this combination, we obtained a medium-
awareness configuration optimized by professional game developers for
the likely players of our game. It is worth noting that these developers
had never played the game before, but they had developed similar types
of game. They also checked that each GA element was implemented in
the right manner. For the high-awareness configuration (c3), all the
possible GA elements were enabled (i.e. all those implemented as de-
scribed in External assessment of the game in Section 4.2.2). All in all, c1
includes just the minimum awareness to play the game properly, c2 has
the optimal awareness for beginner players according to Radical Gra-
phics and c3 includes all the awareness elements that could be im-
plemented for our game. The elements implemented in each config-
uration of the game are shown in Table 8. Furthermore, Fig. 6 shows
different screenshots of the game where each awareness level is being
applied.

Finally, in order to activate the different awareness level, the game
features a setup system based of XML configuration files. Fig. 7 shows
an example of one of these files. As can be seen, there are four different
XML elements corresponding to the four Gamespace Awareness con-
cerns. The different awareness elements implemented in the game are
represented as attributes of such XML elements. Moreover, the XML file
TanksMod also includes the following set of attributes:

• Configuration: it is used to display on the screen textual information
regarding the game configuration that is being used, as well as other
debugging information.

• Tanks: it indicates the number of tanks that are going to participate
in each match. If the number of players is lower than such number,
the game will fill the remaining player slots with AI-controlled
tanks.

• Difficulty: in the event that AI-controlled tanks were deployed into
the game field, this attribute will configure them. Hence, this at-
tribute defines the number of bullets per second that AI-controlled
tanks will fire (easy=2-s-wait between firing bullets, normal= 1-s
and hard=0.5-s).

External assessment of the game: Although most of the GA elements
were implemented in Tanks!-Mod, some were left out as unsuitable. For
instance, Next participant was not implemented, since all the players
started the game simultaneously. However, in order to assess the suit-
ability of the GA elements, we requested the assistance of the Dutch
game studio, Radical Graphics.2 Moreover, they also defined game
configuration c2 (see Table 8). Details about the meeting are presented
in Table 9.

This studio was chosen because its members have years of experi-
ence on developing games. They have participated in the development
of top-selling mainstream games such as Killzone, Gears of War, Mass
Effect or League of Legends. The meeting started with a 20-min pre-
sentation about Gamespace Awareness and Tanks!-mod in order to
make participants aware of what we were working on. Next, the rest of
the meeting was performed in a structured manner. In that sense, we
proposed three different tasks to the participants from Radical
Graphics. In each task, they had to answer one of the following ques-
tions (the documents we used to capture the task's results are presented
in Appendix C):

• Task 1 – Optimal number and combination of awareness element:
What GA elements would they activate in the game for each type of
player regarding his / her expertise (beginners, normal and ad-
vanced players)?

• Task 2 – Not implemented awareness elements: Should we add any
new GA elements or features not included in the current release?

• Task 3 – Alternative implementation of current awareness elements:
What is the suitability of the GA elements, i.e. would they have
implemented any of them in a different manner?

In answer to the first question, regarding the activation or deacti-
vation of GA elements according to players’ expertise [70], they created

Fig. 5. Screenshot of the new Tanks!-Mod.

2 http://www.radicalgraphics.nl/.
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three different configurations of GA elements (i.e. the combination of
element to be activated simultaneously) for each type of player. In our
experiment, configuration c2 (see Section 4.2) is based on the combi-
nation of GA elements for beginners, since the participants in our ex-
periment had never played the game before. As far as the im-
plementation of the awareness elements is concerned, i.e. how to
visualize the awareness information [71], they stated that they would
not have implemented any of the current elements in a different
manner.

Regarding the addition of new awareness elements (second ques-
tion), they did consider that the Presence GA element should be im-
plemented. Since there was no communication among players, they
reckoned that a chat would be paramount to playing collaboratively.
This led us to implement Inner communication and Outer communication.
The GA elements finally implemented in the game can be seen in
Table 10. However, for this experiment, three different GA configura-
tions were created to evaluate the impact of the awareness level. This
distribution of awareness elements per configuration is shown in Fig. 9
(Section 4.2).

As far as the third question is concerned, the correctness of the
implementation of each GA elements was widely discussed. Indeed, not
only we assessed the correct implementation of each GA element
(which was the main goal for the third question), but we also checked
their layout over the user interface. As a result, two GA elements were
affected. First and foremost, the Status element was supposed to be
implemented as a bar in the bottom-left corner of the screen. However,
they considered that it was not totally adequate for a fast action game,
because it was forcing the players to constantly look at the corner of the
screen and, therefore, leaving unattended the most relevant area
(screen's center). This made us re-implement and relocate the health bar
around the players’ tanks. The same happened with the abilities ele-
ment, which was supposed to be located in the same corner (over the
health bar), so it was placed over the players’ tanks (see Table 10).

Subjects description: The participants in this experiment were
Computer Science students who were used to playing computer games.
However, to ensure that they had at least the basic experience with
games similar to the one being evaluated, we asked them about their
experience in their experiment registration form and used this in-
formation to create more balanced game competitions to avoid op-
posing weak players with experienced ones. When playing the game,
these participants would be distributed into 2-versus-2 teams of 4
players. As Table 6 shows, for the players in Team 1 the awareness level
was raised with each competition, with the opposite for players of Team
2, to cancel out the learning effect.

We then proceeded to recruit experimental subjects by a number of
different methods. In Amsterdam, we resorted to flyers and posters,
advertisements on the noticeboards of the Faculty of Sciences of the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, and the students’ mail distribution list. In
Albacete we exploited the e-learning system of the University of Castilla
– La Mancha. In order to sign up for the experiment, each participant
had to fill in an online registration form specifying their expertise in
computer games, as well as the time frame they had available. In this
way we acquired 14 participants in Amsterdam and 29 in Albacete,
respectively.

Environment: For the hardware environment, the game was run on
high-end computers (Intel Core i7 4790K, 16GB RAM, NVidia GeForce
970) so that the computer environment did not harm the player en-
joyment. The computers were arranged in a single row to facilitate
interaction between the instructor and subjects, but separated by
screens to avoid interaction among the participants (see Fig. 8).

Questionnaires: For game enjoyment and usefulness, the participants
were asked to fill in an online questionnaire. In this survey, the parti-
cipants rated the three different game configurations to evaluate en-
joyment (Enj) on a scale (see Fig. 9) of one star as minimum and 5 stars
as maximum. This first part of the survey is related to research question
RQ3. This 5-star scale was chosen because it is typically used forTa
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evaluating and reviewing entertainment products (e.g., movies, books,
games, etc.), and therefore, participants should be familiar with it.

We asked the participants to rate each configuration according to
the order in which it was played, instead of using a specific name to
avoid any potential source of bias. This method was selected instead of
others, such as SUS questionnaire [72], because they evaluate non-fun-
oriented software artifacts so that they do not have references to user
enjoyment, which is paramount for the success of a game.

Moreover, the participants had to answer 21 additional questions
about the awareness elements, so the questionnaire would have been
too long to fill in after an intensive game session. These questions were
related to the research question RQ4. All the implemented awareness
elements were presented to the participants so that they could evaluate
them according to the following scale [73] (see Fig. 10 for an example):

• I don't remember it (0)

• Not at all useful (1)

• Not very useful (2)

• Somewhat useful (3)

• Useful (4)

• Very useful (5)

Observational elements of the experiment: In order to measure player
satisfaction, the players’ face was filmed during the experiments and
analyzed afterwards by means of the SDK face analysis application
[74–76] (see Fig. 11). Facial expression has been used in previous ex-
periments for emotion recognition in games [77]. Specifically, we used

the happy output value to measure happiness when playing each con-
figuration of the game. Thus, experiment had a within-subjects design
with repeated measures.

5. Experimental results

This section analyzes the results of the experiment, which are de-
tailed in Appendix A. Moreover, the different statistical tests we ran to
validate the initial hypotheses are presented in Appendix B.

5.1. Game score

Regarding game score (Sco), it can be seen that the higher the
awareness, the higher the score usually is. The results for configurations
c1 and c3 for the average Sco were x =−1.38, σ=3.33 and
x =2.54, σ=2.79, respectively. This means the players usually won
when playing with configuration c3 (high awareness) and tended to

Fig. 6. Screenshots of an initial state of the game featuring different awareness levels.

Fig. 7. Configuration file for medium-awareness level (c2).

Table 9
Meeting details.

Date November 20th 2015, 16:00 – 19:00
Location A-Laba, Overhoeksplein 2, Amsterdam (The Netherlands)
Participants Miguel A. Teruel (University of Castilla – La Mancha, Researcher

and Game developer)
José M. Gómez de Lara (Radical Graphics, CTO)
Manuel González (Radical Graphics, Creative director)
Damir Kalbic (Radical Graphics, Game developer)

a http://www.a-lab.nl/.
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lose with configuration c1. For c2, Sco was x =−0.62, σ=2.81,
which indicates that, at the same levels of awareness, the victory de-
pends mostly on the players’ skills. Fig. 12 gives the results for Sco, in
which an outlier for game c3 in Albacete can be seen. In order to find
any differences among the means, a repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed, obtaining a p-value of 0.003. We can therefore conclude
that there are differences among the means at the 0.05 level of sig-
nificance (p-value of 0.473 for the sphericity test). Therefore, the null
hypothesis H0A is rejected, so the awareness level does not have the
same effect on the game score of the participants.

5.2. Game time

Regarding game time (Tim), the players with configuration c2
needed slightly more time to finish the game (x =7'04’’, σ=3'58’’)
than those using c1 and c3 (x =6'26’’, σ=2'54’’ for c1 and x =6'23’’,
σ=2'32’’). Fig. 13 summarizes the results (note that the time is mea-
sured in milliseconds). The similarity between the c1 and c3 results is
coherent, because when a team was playing with c1, the rival team did
so with c3, so the timing must tend to be the same. In order to assess
whether there is a statistical difference among the configurations, a

Table 10
Implemented Gamespace Awareness elements.
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Within-Subjects ANOVA was performed. On this occasion, the data did
not pass the sphericity test (p-value ∼0). Therefore, the repeated-
measures ANOVA result was considered with a Greenhouse-Geisser
correction [78,79], an adjustment method used when sphericity is not
assured obtaining a p-value of 0.335. Consequently, we can conclude
that there are no differences among the means at the 0.05 level of
significance, so H0B cannot be rejected. Hence, the awareness level has
no effect on the game time.

5.3. Enjoyment

Next, regarding the subjective result for Enj (enjoyment), the con-
figuration which obtained the highest score was c3 ( =x 4.05, σ=0.77),
followed closely by c2 ( =x 3.98, σ=1.04) and finishing with c1, which
obtained an unexpectedly poor result ( =x 2.76, σ=1.20). Further de-
tails can be seen in Table 11. These results for c2 and c3 are opposed to
those obtained for the Hap objective variable, where c2 surpassed c3.
To find any differences among these results, considering the game
configuration as the within-subjects factor and the sequence among
configurations (increasing or decreasing awareness) and players’ ex-
pertise (according to their survey answer) as the between-subjects
factors, a repeated-measures ANOVA was performed. With a p-value of
∼0, we can conclude that there are differences among the means at the
0.05 level of significance (p-value of 0.804 for the sphericity test).
Therefore, the null hypothesis H0C is rejected, and the awareness level
does not have the same effect on enjoyment. Besides, the combination
of the configuration and the other between-subject factors does not
significantly affect the results of Enj. However, an interesting

conclusion can be drawn from these results: the players with a high
degree of expertise prefer c2 rather than c3 (Fig. 14), i.e. they do not
need too much awareness, since they rely on their own ability to win
the game.

5.4. Happiness

As far as happiness (Hap) is concerned, c2 obtained the best score
( =x 19.90%, σ=18.60%), followed by c3 ( =x 16.42%, σ=18.60%)
and c1 ( =x 14.53%, σ=13.72%)). Again, a repeated-measures ANOVA
was performed to assess whether there was a significant difference
among these results, considering the game configuration as a within-
subjects factor and the kind of awareness (ascending or descending) as a
between-subject factor. With a p-value of 0.004, we can conclude that
there are differences among the means at the 0.05 level of significance
(p-value of 0.988 for the sphericity test). Consequently, the null hy-
pothesis H0B is rejected, so that the awareness level does not have the
same effect on happiness. A p-value of 0.281 was obtained for the

Fig. 8. Set-up of the experiment in Amsterdam.

Fig. 9. Survey question to rate the game configurations.

Fig. 10. Example of one of the questions regarding usefulness of GA elements.

Fig. 11. Example of the emotional analysis of a participant with CrowdSight [74].
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combination of both game configuration and increasing/decreasing
awareness level (sequence), so there are no differences among the
means when considering this combination of factors. These results led
us to perform a one-way ANOVA of the kind of awareness to assess

whether increasing or decreasing the awareness level would affect the
participants’ happiness. A p-value of 0.358 was obtained, indicating
that the order of the game configurations does not affect the partici-
pants’ happiness, then rejecting H0D. However, although the standard
deviations obtained were quite significant, this result can be considered
normal, since the emotional state of the subjects could differ at the
beginning of the experiment. For example, participant p8 (Fig. 15)
obtained considerably higher than average Hap results in the three
game configurations. However, these results are in line with the ten-
dency of the experiments (c2> c3> c1).

5.5. Usefulness

A wide range of results were obtained for Use (usefulness), Status
(the circle representing the tanks’ health level) being the most highly
rated GA element with a Use result of =x 4.8, σ=0.56 (close to 5, the

Fig. 12. Boxplot for Sco.

Fig. 13. Boxplot for Tim.

Table 11
Descriptive statistics for Enj.

Expertise Configuration x σ N

Advanced c1 2.8462 1.40512 13
c2 4.2308 1.09193 13
c3 4.0000 0.81650 13
Total 3.6923 1.25978 39

Normal c1 2.7391 1.17618 23
c2 3.8696 1.05763 23
c3 4.0000 0.79772 23
Total 3.5362 1.15783 69

Begginer c1 2.6000 0.89443 5
c2 3.8000 0.83666 5
c3 4.4000 0.54772 5
Total 3.6000 1.05560 15

Total c1 2.7561 1.19959 41
c2 3.9756 1.03653 41
c3 4.0488 0.77302 41
Total 3.5935 1.17234 123

Fig. 14. Boxplot for Enj.

Fig. 15. Boxplot for Hap.
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theoretically perfect result) and Event history (the exact time when an
action happened) the worst ( =x 1.95, σ=1.40).The rest of the results
are given in Fig. 16. At a glance, it can be seen that there is a difference
among the average values for Use, although a one-way ANOVA was
performed to demonstrate this fact statistically. A p-value of ∼0 was
obtained, so we can conclude that there are differences among the
means at the 0.05 level of significance. An additional analysis was
performed by grouping the GA elements by their concern (present, past,
future and social & group dynamics) and the configuration in which
they are active, either all (c1_c2_c3), c2 and c3 (c2_c3) or only c3. In
this case there are noteworthy differences between the best rated con-
cerns (present and future) and the worst (past and social & group dy-
namics), as can be seen in Table 12 and Fig. 17. The elements active in
all the configurations and those in c2 and c3 clearly surpassed the score
for those in c3 only (Fig. 18). Once again, a one-way ANOVA was
performed to assess these differences, obtaining a p-value of ∼0 for
concern and 0.001 for configuration. The null hypothesis H0E is
therefore rejected, so the different levels of awareness are not equally
perceived as useful in achieving goals by the players.

The results for each configuration are coherent, since the sole GA
element in all the configurations (Identity) obtained the best result
x( =4.00, σ=1.32), as this element is necessary to play the game ef-
fectively. The elements in c2 and c3 (x =3.66, σ=1.39) were in
second place and those elements present in c3 only (x =3.03,
σ=1.47) were third. The difference between these two last results
confirms the appropriateness of the selection of GA elements for c2 by
Radical Graphics, as their usefulness was 13.2% better than those in the
other configurations. To conclude the analysis of Use, we analyzed the
GA elements that were unknown to the participants (i.e. they answered
“I don't remember it” in the survey). Four of these, Authorship, Status,
Next activities and Belonging were recognized by all the participants
(Fig. 19). Since they belong to different concerns and have different
implementations (in graphical form for Status and colored textual form
for the others, as shown in Fig. 19, we cannot find a common pattern
among them. However, the elements which obtained the worst result,

Fig. 16. Boxplot for Use.

Table 12
Descriptive statistics for Use grouped by GA element concern and configuration.

Concern Configuration x σ N

Future c2_c3 3.3902 1.49797 41
c3 3.9512 1.07124 41
Total 3.6707 1.32455 82

Past c3 2.3537 1.31817 82
Total 2.3537 1.31817 82

Present c1_c2_c3 4.0000 1.32288 41
c2_c3 4.0772 1.25768 246
c3 3.3049 1.42018 164
Total 3.7894 1.37193 451

Social c2_c3 3.2049 1.37448 205
c3 2.3415 1.45962 41
Total 3.0610 1.42297 246

Total c1_c2_c3 4.0000 1.32288 41
c2_c3 3.6565 1.39168 492
c3 3.0274 1.46806 328
Total 3.4332 1.45371 861

Fig. 17. Boxplot for Use grouped by GA element concern.
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Event history and Outer communication (unknown for 14.63% and
12.20% of the participants, respectively) were implemented as non-
colored text. This explains the low score for these two GA elements,
along with the fact that these elements were not crucial for an action
game (i.e. it is important to talk to your allies and know what is hap-
pening, rather than talking to the enemy, and to know exactly when
something happens).

5.6. Summary

To summarize the analysis of the different metrics and determine
the configuration with the highest GX.

Table 13 gives the results for each pair configuration and metric.
According to Bernhaupt [37], GX focuses on positive emotions and
emotional outcomes such as joy, fun and pride. Therefore, the metrics
that should be considered the most important for GX are enjoyment and
happiness (i.e. subjective and objective satisfaction). These metrics
measure how enjoyable the different configurations were for the
players subjectively (enjoyment is measured through a subjective
survey) and objectively (happiness is measured thought an objective
software). For these metrics, the result for enjoyment was rather similar
for c2 and c3, but the obtained happiness was considerably higher for
c2. c1 obtained the worst results for both metrics.

Regarding score and time, these metrics can be considered important
since they are related to the game goal (i.e. obtaining more points than

your opponents). However, these metrics are not as important as the
emotional ones, because winning easily and obtaining a high score
quickly could be boring for players [80]. c3 obtained the highest result
for score, which can be considered reasonable, because the more help
the players receive, the better their chances of winning. According to
Csikszentmihalyi [80] winning easily can be boring for the player and
losing constantly can increase the anxiety level. Moreover, “a game that
is too hard is frustrating, while too little challenge can be boring. In
multi-player games, it is important that the game be fair, offering no
player an intrinsic advantage” [81]. Therefore, c2 can be considered as
the most balanced configuration because its win/lose ratio was closer to
zero. The results for game time were quite similar, c1 and c3 obtaining
the lowest result. Nevertheless, unlike non-gaming software, taking a
long time to finish a game is not a negative aspect, provided the player
is having fun while doing so. Lastly, usefulness focused on measuring the
different GA elements.

Table 13 shows the average usefulness of the GA elements in each
configuration. Although c1 was the best rated configuration, this could
be considered unfair since each configuration had a different number of
GA elements. This is especially relevant in the case of c1, whose one and
only element (Identity) obtained a result of 4 out of 5. The usefulness
results are given in Section 5.5.

In view of the results obtained, and considering those related to
positive emotions as the most important components of GX, we can
conclude that GX was highest in configuration c2, whose results for
positive emotions were better. Furthermore, it provided a more ba-
lanced result regarding score (neither too hard not to easy). Finally, its
GA elements were rated better than those in c3, showing that its GA
element was useful to the players.

5.7. Threats to validity

In the following, the different threats to validity of our experiment
will be analyzed. More specifically, it will be analyzed the four types of
threats proposed by Wohlin et al., namely conclusion, internal, ex-
ternal, and construct validity [65].

Fig. 18. Boxplot for Use grouped by the configuration in which each GA element is active.

Fig. 19. GA elements that participants did not remember.

Table 13
Summary of results for the experiment metrics.

Metric c1 c2 c3

Score −1.38 0.40 1.80
Time 6′26″ 7′04″ 6′23″
Enjoyment 2.76 3.98 4.05
Happiness 14.53% 19.90% 16.42%
Usefulness 4.00 (1 GA

elment)
3.66 (13 GA
elements)

3.03 (21 GA
elements)
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5.7.1. Conclusion validity
The threats to conclusion validity are factors which can lead to

reach an incorrect conclusion about the observations. The five null and
alternative hypotheses were contrasted by using ANOVA tests that in-
dicated statistically significant p-values (at alpha=0.05). Therefore,
they supported the contrast of our initial hypotheses with enough de-
gree of certainty.

5.7.2. Internal validity
Threats to internal validity are focused on the design of the study.

More specifically, they are related to whether or not the results really
do follow from the data. In order to assess such internal validity, the
following threats to our independent variables are analyzed.

The first analyzed threat to the internal validity was instrumenta-
tion since erroneously designed instruments could affect the results of
the experiment. Aimed at mitigating this threat, instructions, ques-
tionnaires and game settings were carefully reviewed and tested before
and after running the pilot experiment. Moreover, in order to avoid a
possible source of bias, two experienced game developers collaborated
in this work by checking the suitability of the representation of each GA
element as well as its position in the game screen. They also helped us
to elaborate the questionnaire we used by taking into account the main
features of the game used in the experiment.

Second, in order to mitigate the selection-maturation interaction
threat, since subjects mature at different speeds, the teams were orga-
nized according to their experience level in action games, achieving
balanced game competitions. For this aim, subjects were asked to
provide their experience level regarding action games in the sing-up
form. Taking into account their answers, we grouped them according
their selected level (high, normal or low).

Third, mortality happens when participants drop out the experi-
ment. In our study, we tried to avoid this threat by scheduling the
participation of the subjects according their availability. Despite
sending several reminders via email, 2 participants from Amsterdam
and 1 from Albacete did not show up, even though they had confirmed
their participation. In order to mitigate this threat, an artificial-in-
telligence-controlled player was used in those game sessions with ab-
sent participants. The AI tanks were configured according to the absent
participant experience level (high, normal or low).

Fourth, it is worth noting that all subjects were rewarded simply for
participating in the experiment. We clarify this issue at the beginning of
the experiment by reminding the participants that they will receive the
reward regardless of their game performance. Although this general
compensation may equally affect the control and treatment groups, it
helped us to reduce the dropout rates because participants simply could
have given up at any time of the experiment and still receive the re-
ward.

Finally, the number of subjects that participated in the experiment
was large enough (≥ 30), according to the central limit theory [82],
necessary to obtain a statistically significant set of data. Therefore, the
conditions were valid to carry out the ANOVA tests.

5.7.3. Construct validity
The threats to construct validity represent the extent to which the

experiment settings or the measures chosen reflect the construct under
study. Therefore, for the research questions that guide the design of this
study we considered the usability constructs defined by the ISO 9241-
11 standard (effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction), as well as other
recommendations [37] coming from the games community. The metrics
used to answer such research questions were defined after a review of
the appropriate literature. For instance, player satisfaction was mea-
sured through two complementary measurement methods: a ques-
tionnaire based on a 5-star rating scale, and a facial expression analysis
of the participants while interact with the three different game con-
figurations.

Regarding the usage of 5-star rating scales, they are widely used for

assessing customer satisfaction in terms of enjoyment (e.g. Yahoo,
Amazon, Skype, etc.). Moreover, our study also took the advantage of
an existing commercial and available tool for deriving emotional
measures from facial expressions in a more objective and reliable way
[74–76].

In order to measure the usefulness of the 21 awareness elements
distributed along the three different game configurations, an online
questionnaire based on a six-ordinal scale was also conducted.
Although a discrete scale has been used to evaluate each one of the
awareness elements, the results have been presented as if it were a
continuous variable because the data have been summarized according
to the dimension and the configuration the elements belongs to.

5.7.4. External validity
Threats to external validity relate to whether or not the claims for

the generality of the results are justified. The experiment was per-
formed by using just one game belonging to the action genre. Therefore,
the results of this experiment cannot be generalized for any type of
game beyond action games similar to the evaluated one. However, we
consider that the design of the experiment may be used to other similar
experiments with other games belonging to different genres in order to
step forward the generalization of results.

Besides, the results of our experiment cannot be generalized to real
settings, since most of our participants were computer science students
(with similar backgrounds), who participated voluntarily in the ex-
periments. However, we consider that the three configurations of our
game are sufficiently representative, as they were created to suit the
expertise and experience of real gamers.

6. Conclusions and future work

This work contains an assessment of the impact of Gamespace
Awareness elements on several aspects of the game and on the players
involved. We analyzed the effect of high and low awareness levels on
the game score, the players’ happiness and enjoyment and the useful-
ness of GA elements to achieve the game's goal. For this, a co-operative
action game with three different awareness configurations was devel-
oped. Configuration c1 contained the basic awareness level necessary to
play the game, c2 had the “ideal” GA elements selected by an external
company and configuration c3 had the maximum possible GA elements.
The experiment was performed initially in Amsterdam, with the parti-
cipation of 14 Computer Science undergraduates and replicated in
Albacete with 29 new participants.

The analysis of the results provided several interesting conclusions.
Regarding the game score (RQ1), the two teams involved in each
competition played with all the game configurations, but in a different
order: Team 1 experienced an increasing awareness level c1, c2, c3, and
Team 2 a decreasing level c3, c2, c1. The analysis of the results con-
cluded that a higher awareness level gives the players a technical ad-
vantage and their scores were higher for this reason. As far as the
competition time is concerned (RQ2), those players with configuration
c2 needed slightly more time to finish the game than those with con-
figurations c1 and c3. However, there was no significant difference
among the means, so the awareness level had no effect on game time.

Regarding participants’ satisfaction (RQ3), the participants were
recorded in videos that were subsequently processed with facial ana-
lysis software. This automated analysis concluded that the players were
happier when playing with c2, followed by c3 and, then, c1. In addi-
tion, the order in which the awareness was provided (i.e. ascending or
descending) did not affect the happiness level. Furthermore, it can be
concluded that this happiness did not depend directly on winning, but
on playing the proper game configuration. In other words, happiness
was highest when playing with configuration c2, regardless of the
competition result. Game enjoyment was measured by means of a post-
game survey. Unlike the previous results, the participants considered
that c3 was the game they enjoyed most, followed by c2 and c1.
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However, a complementary analysis revealed that this result is not
applicable to expert players, who preferred c2. In other words, a high
awareness level would help beginners, but could annoy or distract ex-
perienced players, thus leading to cognitive overload and interruptions
due to the excess of awareness information.

This survey helped us to measure the usefulness of GA elements for
achieving the game's goal (RQ4). According to the survey results, the
most useful GA elements were related to the present and the future, as
could be expected for an action game, since the most important in-
formation is what is happening or will happen, rather than what has
happened in the past.

As this experiment was limited to action games, in order to properly
assess the GA elements, more experiments should be performed with
games belonging to other genres (e.g. RPG, FPS, sports, strategy, puzzle,
etc.). Our main aim is to compare the results obtained for an action
game with those for other games, in order to generalize our results.
Another limitation was that most of our participants were males,
mainly because they were Computer Science students. A com-
plementary study will be carried out involving equal numbers of males
and females with profiles not limited to Computer Science.

It is worth noting that the final goal of the experiment presented in
this article is neither the awareness elements themselves nor their im-
plementation. It really focuses on evaluating the need of specifying
different awareness levels and, thus, determining how much informa-
tion users can perceive as useful and use with effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction, that is, we aim at generalizing the results to the po-
pulation. For this reason, it was cared that the selection of the sample
was representative of the population following Wohlin et al. [65]. This
experiment is a new iteration for the design of Game Awareness over
our previous work [11]. In such work it was presented the evaluation of
GA by using a First-Person Shooter and a Real Time Strategy game.
Therefore, this work could be used as a blueprint for designing how to
measure the right level of awareness in other games by carrying out
some adaptation such as the tasks to be carried out by gamers, metrics

to be applied, etc.
As part of our on-going work, we are developing a framework [83]

that will help game designers to identify the GA elements that new
games of different genres should feature. This framework will also es-
tablish the GA elements to be implemented according to the players’
expertise level. Once this framework is created, it would be integrated
with a requirement engineering methodology [84,85] to deal with the
requirements specification of a collaborative game. As the results ob-
tained in the present study revealed that the players’ satisfaction as
measured by a questionnaire differed when analyzed by the users’
emotions, a deeper study could be performed involving more users and
other games belonging to different genres.

Finally, in this experiment, an eye-tracking device was used in order
to assess whether the participants used certain awareness elements.
However, we only had one eye-tracking device for the experiment in
Amsterdam, and none for the one in Albacete. Therefore, we did not
obtain enough data to perform a significant study. Because of this
reason, as a future work, we will perform a wider study on awareness
elements use by employing an eye tracker device. Such study could
complement the analysis presented in this work regarding RQ4, i.e., the
perceived usefulness of awareness elements.
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Appendix A. – Experiment results

This appendix presents the results for game score (Sco), game time (Tim), players’ enjoyment (Enj), happiness (Hap) and usefulness (Use) of GA
elements for achieving the game goal. The Sco results are given as the average of the differences of the scores of each game, e.g. if a game ended with
a score of 3–5 for Teams 1 and Teams 2, respectively, the result of that game would be −2 (3–5=−2). The results are shown in Table 14 and
Fig. 20. As can be observed, Team 1 was usually defeated when they used configuration c1 and won when using configuration c3.

Game time (Tim) is given in Table 15 and Fig. 21 as the average of the game duration in minutes and seconds. As can be seen, games played with
configuration c2 took longer than those played with c1 and c3. The competitions played with c1 and c3 should have taken almost the same time and,
as Fig. 21 shows, the results are consistent. When the blue team used c1, they were playing against the red team with configuration c3 (and vice
versa).

Table 14
Results for Sco.

c1 c2 c3

Amsterdam −1.60 0.40 1.80
Albacete −1.25 0.75 3.00
Total −1.38 0.62 2.54

Fig. 20. Results for Sco.
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As was stated in Section 4.2, the enjoyment of each one of the game configurations (Enj) was evaluated using a five-star scale (see Fig. 9). The
results for this variable are given in Table 16 and Fig. 22. The results for Enj are shown according to the players’ levels of expertise (low, normal and
high), the configuration and number of participants in each category.

In order to measure the players’ happiness (Hap) with certain configuration, we filmed their faces during the experiments. These videos were later

Table 15
Results for Tim.

c1 c2 c3

Amsterdam 5′37″ 6′31″ 5′27″
Albacete 6′49″ 7′20″ 6′50″
Total 6′26″ 7′04″ 6′23″

Fig. 21. Results for Tim.

Table 16
Results for Enj according to location, expertise and configuration.

c1 c2 c3 Participants

Amsterdam - High 2.57 4.57 4.14 7
Amsterdam - Normal 3.00 3.50 4.00 4
Amsterdam - Low 3.00 4.00 4.00 3
Amsterdam - All 2.79 4.14 4.07 14
Albacete - High 3.17 3.83 3.83 6
Albacete - Normal 2.68 3.95 4.00 19
Albacete - Low 2.00 3.50 5.00 2
Albacete - All 2.74 3.89 4.04 27
Total - High 2.85 4.23 4.00 13
Total - Normal 2.74 3.87 4.00 23
Total - Low 2.60 3.80 4.40 5
Total - All 2.76 3.98 4.05 41

Fig. 22. Results for Enj according to location, expertise and configuration.
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analyzed with CrowdSight SDK [74]. These analyses provided us with 6 different emotional measurements (happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise, fear
and anger) per video frame. For each of these emotions, the application returns a value of from 0 to 1. However, since our goal was to measure their
happiness (i.e. their positive emotions [37], since this emotion is closely related to the player's GX), we only used this value. Finally, the average
happiness was used as the measure of the enjoyment of each player. The collected results are shown in Table 17 and Fig. 23. Note that these results
distinguish between players whose awareness level was raised and lowered between competitions. These figures depict one of the conclusions of this
article, that is, too much or too few awareness affects users’ enjoyment.

Finally, the results for the usefulness of GA elements for achieving the game goals (Use) are given in Table 18 and Fig. 24. For this last metric,
only 41 results were obtained, since two participants did not fill in the survey. The scale used to measure this value is described in Section 4.2.

Table 17
Results for Hap.

c1 (%) c2 (%) c3 (%) Participants

Amsterdam - Increasing 25.96 25.86 22.02 7
Amsterdam - Decreasing 29.14 48.07 37.81 7
Amsterdam - All 27.55 36.96 29.91 14
Albacete - Increasing 9.47 14.80 10.37 15
Albacete - Decreasing 6.93 8.29 9.42 14
Albacete - All 8.25 11.66 9.91 29
Total - Increasing 14.72 18.32 14.08 22
Total - Decreasing 14.34 21.55 18.88 21
Total - All 14.53 19.90 16.42 43

Fig. 23. Results for Hap.

Table 18
Results for use.

Amsterdam Albacete Total

Identity 4.21 3.89 4.00
Presence 2.86 3.30 3.15
Authorship 3.43 3.89 3.73
Task 4.07 3.11 3.44
Status 4.64 4.89 4.80
Abilities 3.29 4.00 3.76
Location 4.14 4.30 4.24
Gaze 4.29 4.11 4.17
Reach 3.36 3.74 3.61
Position 3.93 4.11 4.05
Device 2.36 2.93 2.73
Task history 2.86 2.70 2.76
Event history 1.86 2.00 1.95
Next event 3.21 3.48 3.39
Next abilities 3.64 4.11 3.95
Members 3.36 3.89 3.71
Other members 3.43 3.81 3.68
Belonging 3.07 3.59 3.41
Group goal 2.21 2.89 2.66
Inner communication 2.57 2.56 2.56
Outer communication 2.29 2.37 2.34
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Appendix B. – Results of statistical tests

This appendix shows the statistical tests ran in order to accept / reject our initial hypotheses (Tables 19–25).

Fig. 24. Results for usefulness by context-awareness element.

Table 19
Tests of within-subjects effects for Sco.

Source Type III
sum of
squares

df Mean
square

F Sig.

Configuration Sphericity
Assumed

100.051 2 50.026 7.293 0.003

Greenhouse-
Geisser

100.051 1.774 56.391 7.293 0.005

Error(Configuration) Sphericity
Assumed

164.615 24 6.859

Greenhouse-
Geisser

164.615 21.291 7.732

Table 20
Tests of within-subjects effects for Tim.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Configuration Sphericity Assumed 3.7714E+10 2 1.887E+10 0.958 0.388
Greenhouse-Geisser 3.7714E+10 1.022 3.692E+10 0.958 0.335

Error(Configuration) Sphericity Assumed 1.655E+12 84 1.970E+10
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.655E+12 42.936 3.854E+10

Table 21
Tests of within-subjects effects for Enj.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Configuration Sphericity Assumed 24.136 2 12.068 10.888 0.000
Greenhouse-Geisser 24.136 1.975 12.221 10.888 0.000

Configuration * Sequence Sphericity Assumed 1.379 2 0.689 0.622 0.540
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.379 1.975 0.698 0.622 0.538

Configuration * Expertise Sphericity Assumed 1.426 4 0.356 0.322 0.863
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.426 3.950 0.361 0.322 0.860

Configuration * Sequence * Expertise Sphericity Assumed 1.737 4 0.434 0.392 0.814
Greenhouse-Geisser 1.737 3.950 0.440 0.392 0.812

Error(Configuration) Sphericity Assumed 77.586 70 1.108
Greenhouse-Geisser 77.586 69.121 1.122
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Table 22
Tests of within-subjects effects for Hap.

Source Type III Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Configuration Sphericity Assumed 0.064 2 0.032 5.776 0.004
Greenhouse-Geisser 0.064 1.999 0.032 5.776 0.005

Configuration * Sequence Sphericity Assumed 0.015 2 0.008 1.362 0.262
Greenhouse-Geisser 0.015 1.999 0.008 1.362 0.262

Error(Configuration) Sphericity Assumed 0.458 82 0.006
Greenhouse-Geisser 0.458 81.951 0.006

Table 23
Tests of between-subjects effects for the kind of awareness.

Source Type III sum of
squares

df Mean square F Sig.

Corrected model 0.021 1 0.021 0.850 0.358
Intercept 3.718 1 3.718 150.798 0.000
Kind 0.021 1 0.021 0.850 0.358
Error 3.131 127 0.025
Total 6.858 129
Corrected total 3.152 128

Table 24
Tests of between-subjects effects for use.

Source Type III sum of
squares

df Mean square F Sig.

Corrected
model

418.093 20 20.905 12.549 0.000

Intercept 10,148.590 1 10,148.590 6092.126 0.000
Element 418.093 20 20.905 12.549 0.000
Error 1399.317 840 1.666
Total 11,966.000 861
Corrected total 1817.410 860

Table 25
Tests of between-subjects effects for use grouped by GA element concern and configuration.

Source Type III sum of
squares

df Mean square F Sig.

Corrected model 284.104 7 40.586 22.579 0.000
Intercept 3998.819 1 3998.819 2224.601 0.000
Concern 159.333 3 53.111 29.546 0.000
Configuration 16.363 2 8.181 4.551 0.011
Concern *

configuration
32.895 2 16.447 9.150 0.000

Error 1533.306 853 1.798
Total 11,966.000 861
Corrected total 1817.410 860
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Appendix C. – Documents from the meeting with Radical Graphics

This appendix presents the documents we used to lead the meeting with Radical Graphics as anticipated in External assessment of the game in
Section 4.2.2 (Figs. 25–27).

Fig. 25. Task 1 (Optimal number and combination of awareness element) results.
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Fig. 26. Task 2 (Not implemented awareness elements) results.
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